Reddaway Earns 2018 Quest for Quality Awards for Performance Excellence
August 20, 2018
TUALATIN, Ore., Aug. 20, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- (NASDAQ: YRCW) – Reddaway is honored to have been chosen once again as a Logistics
Management magazine Quest for Quality award winner. These awards are the gold standard for customer satisfaction and performance excellence for
carriers, ports, and logistics providers worldwide. Quest for Quality awards are presented to the top carriers in various regions of the United States by
service categories. This marks the 24th year that Reddaway has been chosen to receive a Quest for Quality award, confirming its position as the Best
in the West next-day and two-day LTL delivery service leader.
“We thank our customers for choosing Reddaway for these recognitions, and we thank every member of our hard-working team for their industryleading service. Here at Team Reddaway, we work hard to make next-day happen and get the job done,” said Bob Stone, president of Reddaway.
“Quest for Quality awards require high levels of customer service, professionalism, reliability and skill. Reddaway is and has been a proud industry
leader for nearly 100 years.”
This year Reddaway was honored with two Quest for Quality awards in these categories:

Western Regional LTL Carriers
Expedited Motor Carriers
The Quest for Quality award was first presented in 1985. They are the only awards of their kind and rely on Logistics Management magazine readers
from across the United States to rate carriers based on service quality. The factors considered are: on-time performance, value, information
technology, customer service, equipment and operations. Learn more about the Quest for Quality awards and Logistics Management magazine online:
www.logisticsmgmt.com.
About Reddaway
Reddaway provides industry-leading Next-Day Delivery throughout the Western United States and parts of Canada. Founded in 1919 in Oregon City,
Ore., Reddaway now operates 50 service centers, employs more than 3,000 shipping professionals and boasts an impressive on-time delivery rate.
Award-winning service offerings from Reddaway also include Guaranteed and Expedited Delivery, Cross-Border Canada shipping, Ocean services to
Alaska and Hawaii, Retail, Freeze Protection, and more. With the most regional next-day shipping, a tradition of safety and a commitment to customer
satisfaction, Reddaway Makes Next-Day Happen. Reddaway is a subsidiary of YRC Worldwide Inc. (NASDAQ: YRCW).
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